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Abstract

cuseson identifying and tracking humans as they move about the
environment [9,27].
The UMASS simulated IHome environment is controlled by
intelligent agentsthat are associatedwith particular appliances;a
snapshotof a samplerun is shown in Figure 1. The IHome population set includes agents like an intelligent WaterHeater,CoffeeMaker,Heater,A/C, Dishwasher. etc., and a robot for fetching
items and moving physical goodsfrom one location to another.The
homeagentsreasonabout their assignedtasksand selectcandidate
actions basedon the occupant’spreferencesand the availability of
resources. For example, if hot water is scarce, the Dishwasher
agentmay elect to run a cold cycle, trading-off solution quality for
resourceconsumption- the agent may also elect to wait until hot
water becomesavailable. Agents coordinateover sharedresources
like noise, electricity, temperature,and hot water. Resources,resourceinteractions, task interactions, and the performancecharacteristics of primitive actions are all representedand quantified in
the TAMS [ 1I] task modeling framework. This enablesagentsto
reasonabout the trade-offs of different possible coursesof action
and to adaptbehaviorally to the changing environment.
The researchhas severalgoals, amongthem are:

Intelligent environmentsare an interestingdevelopmentand researchapplication problem for multi-agent systems. The functional and spatial distribution of tasks naturally lends itself to a multi-agent model and the existence of sharedresourcescreatesinteractions over which the agentsmust
coordinate. In the UMASS Intelligent Home project we have designedand
implementeda set of distributed autonomoushome control agentsand deployed them in a simulated home environment. Our focus is primarily on
resourcecoordination, though this project has multiple goals and areasof
exploration ranging from the intellectual evaluation of the application as a
general MAS testbedto the practical evaluation of our agent building and
simulation tools.

1

Introduction

The intelligent home project (IHome) at the UMASS multi-agent
systemslab is an exploration in the application of multi-agent systems technology to the problem of managing an intelligent environment. We have implemented a sophisticatedsimulated home
environment,populatedit with distributed intelligent home-control
agents(including simulated robots) that control appliancesand negotiate over sharedresources,and begun experimentationwith different coordination protocols and agent adaptability / responsivenessto changing environmental conditions.
Our work is akin to the Adaptive House[25] and [12,17] in that
the objective is for the environment to automatesomeof the tasks
currently performed by humans- possibly with improvementsin
efficiency or quality of service. However,our focus is on resource
coordination andtemporally sequencingagentactivities over shared
resources.A broad spectrumof researchfalls into the geperalcategory of intelligent environments. For example,one classof work
deals with collecting and integrating information about the activities that occur within the environment [4] while another class fo-

1. Examine the intelligent home domain as a general application testbedfor researchin multi-agent systems(Section 2).
2. Understandthe distributed control issues of this particular
multi-agent application and to relate theseissuesto research
in general approachesto agent control, like the GPGP and
GPGP2 [23, 211coordination systemsand the Design-toCriteria scheduling system [30]. Toward that end, the coordination protocols and agent control tools used in many of
the home agentsare the productsof a bottom-up design processratherthan a top-down processthat would haveoccurred
if the requirementhad beento apply the generic technologies
directly.
3. Apply the TAMS [ 1l] domain-independenttask modeling
frameworkto a new domain and evaluateits use in the rapid
developmentof a new multi-agent application.
4. Test and refine our multi-agent simulation environment [29]
that controls method execution and communication characteristics for a setof distributed agents.The environment employs a complex time mapping schemeand a processcontroller to resolvetiming issuesbetweenthe distributed agents
and to ensurereproducibility.
5. Testandrefine ourjava-basedgenericagentconstructionframework [ 151that facilitates agentconstructionthrough an eventdriven componentarchitecture. The framework also enables
agentsto be decoupled from the simulator and executedin
their application domain with a simple change in internal
components,i.e., with a changeto the makefile.
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Space precludes discussing all of these points. We will focus on the challenges offered by the application domain, discuss
the TEMS modeling framework from a high-level view, describe
the application and some of the agents, touch on the bottom-up
resource-centric coordination protocols developed in the project,
and present experimental results. For information about the agent
development tools or more information about the project, including
screen snapshots, readers should consult the group web pages [28].
2

Intelligent Environments for MAS Exploration

Intelligent environments have long been an interesting application
arena for many areas of computer science, in general, and AI in
particular. From a multi-agent systems perspective, the domain
poses several interesting challenges because of the existence of
many forms of task or goal interactions, a natural physical and functional distribution of control, a requirement for actions to be taken
in certain time intervals (soft real-time?), and learning/integrating
potentially conflicting preference specifications. To understand the
importance of these features, and from where they originate, let us
discuss the domain characteristics in more detail.
Resources, like water, electricity, or money with which to purchase these, in intelligent environments are no more or less scarce
than they are in unmanaged or unautomated environments. In both
cases resources are often limited and different agents, be they human or software, must coordinate over the usage of said resources.
Limited resources result in interactions between tasks or goals. For
example, if the dishwasher and the washing machine are run during the same time interval in which someone is taking a shower,
the person will probably have a cold shower, plus, the dishes and
clothes may not be cleaned as well because the hot-water resource
is inadequate for the demands during this period. In TEMS terminology, this type of interaction is a hinders task inter-relationship,
i.e., a soft interaction that has negative effects on the affected tasks.
Other types of resource driven interactions exist. An example of a
hard interaction effect is the attempt to use a single phone line for
a ppp connection and for receiving a fax simultaneously.
The seemingly rich landscape of resource-driven task interactions leads to two areas of exploration, both of interest in MAS [18].
One area is in how to (equitably?) allocate a scare resource between multiple different agents. Another area is how to coordinate

activities around the resource allocation, i.e., temporally sequencing actions. Often researchers focus primarily on one facet of this
problem, either studying allocation methods or scheduling issues.
For example, in [17] office temperature control agents participate in
double-blind auctions to regulate the temperature in an office environment. Cool air is regarded as a limited resource and a monetary
view is used to determine the allocation of said resource. In [2]
air temperature is regarded as a shared resource but resource coordination focuses on determining the temperature of rooms when
they contain more than one person. Our view of resources lies on
the finer-grained end of the spectrum. We model and represent the
individual tasks that operate on, or use, resources and quantify the
use and the effects if there are insufficient resources to meet the
demands. Agents then negotiate over the resources from a more
detailed temporal perspective to determine which agent should execute and when. This is similar to the view taken in [10]. though
this GPGP-based work uses a more generic model-based approach
to coordination in which agents exchange local task structures, detect interactions, and then coordinate over the interactions. In our
work, interactions are detected through the announcement of resource requests rather than detection through exchange of private
information about candidate tasks and actions.
The application is also naturally distributed, though the structure of the computation is debatable. Consider the producer / transporter / consumer application studied by many multi-agent systems
researchers [13, 1]. In this problem domain, the producers, transporters, and consumers serve different functional purposes, and,
perhaps more importantly, they are also tasks generally performed
in the “real-world” by different corporate entities. For example,
IBM might produce the equipment that is moved by Yellow Freight
to General Motors. The distributed airport service problem [8] exhibits similar characteristics - functional decomposition as well as
“corporate” or “entity” decomposition. Unlike these examples, in
the distributed situation assessment [6] problem decomposition is
generally data-driven, i.e., different agents are assigned different
sensor regions to monitor; agents are homogeneous and coordination takes a different form (more centered on knowledge sharing)
than coordination (more centered on temporal sequencing of actions) in the other two domains. Does an intelligent home or intelligent environment exhibit the same characteristics as either of
these two problem domain classes? The answer to that is depen-

dent on how the computation is structured.
One approachis is to group responsibility and function geographically, having agentsresponsiblefor particular regions in the
environment,e.g., a bedroommanager,a living room manager,etc.,
all of which control or interact with agentsin their geographicregion (e.g., a clock radio agent, a TV agent). Another approach
is to group responsibility and function according to the functional
tasks being performed, e.g., a food preparation managerthat either controls all food preparationdevicesdirectly or interacts with
the intelligent (sub) devices and provides a common interface to
the other managerentities. Still another model is to simply partition the computation functionally - resulting in a large organization of very specialized agents,e.g., the dishwasheragent, the
coffee maker agent, etc. Obviously, there are many different possible structurings. Implicit in this discussion is the notion that it
is unclear which structuring is particularly effective. What is clear
is that this problem domain provides a rich landscapein which to
study different computationalorganizationsand different classes,if
you will, of coordination and control.

Figure 2: TEMS TaskStructurefor MakingCoffee
Another interesting aspectof this problem domain is the implicit requirement that decisions be madein a timely fashion, i.e.,
in interactive-time if not real-time. Finally, becausethe generalobjective of an intelligent environmentis to automatetasksor enhance
the environmentfor its occupants,the needto learn, build, and manipulate or combine conflicting user profiles is ubiquitous in the
application. This too is being addressedby the researchcommunity [7, 14,251.
3

T&MS

Task Structures

in the Intelligent

Home

The simulator and the agentsin our intelligent home model problem solving activities using the TA3MS domain independenttask
modeling framework [11, 211. TEMS models planned actions,
candidate activities, and alternative solution paths from a quantified perspective;all primitive actions are describedstatistically via
discreteprobability distributions in termsof quality, cost, andduration. A fourth dimension, uncertainty, is implicit in the probability
distributions. Thus, TEMS-based reasoners(e.g., [30]) can evaluate the quality, cost, and duration (and uncertainties in each of
these) characteristicsof each possible course of action and select

the course of action that best’ meets the current constraints and
environmentalconditions. For example,in a time constrainedsituation, au agentmay sacrificesolution quality and possibly consume
more resourcesto producea result within the specified deadline.
Figure 2 showsa TEMS taskstructureusedby the CoffeeMaker
agentto representits processfor making coffee. The simulator has
a different objective view of the agent’s subjective task structure
andthe views may be radically different-this enablesexperimentation with situationsin which the agent’smodel is inaccurate.While
TEMS is a modeling framework, agentsoften use it internally to
reasonabout the structure of their computation. In this case,it is
akin to a processplan or other metarepresentations.It is a structure
that describeshow the primitive actionsrelate to accomplishingthe
overall objective and often the primitive actions in TEMS corresponddirectly to underlying code. TEMS task structuresare models in the sensethat they may be abstractedfrom someof tbe execution details, not in the sensethat they are completely isolated from
execution and can only be used in a simulated environment. In the
IHome project, programmersdescribethe agentsproblem solving
options in TEMS, usually via a TEMS graph-grammar-generator,
and then build the tools, or useexisting ones,for reasoningwith the
task structures. In this usage,the programmerstake the place of a
generativeplanner or problem solver that would normally produce
the taskstructures(asin [22]) from its own internal representations.
This enablesprogrammersto rapidly createagentsfor applications
where an off-the-shelf planner/problemsolver is not available.
The task structureshown in Figure 2 describesalternative ways
to obtain water, obtain coffee, and brew the coffee. Consider the
Acquire-Ground-Beanstask; it has two subtasks,one of which is
another decomposabletask, and another (Grind-Beans) which is
a primitive action and is describedin terms of quality, cost, and
duration. The small icons under the action denote resourceusage
- resourcesand the resourceinteractions are absentfrom this figure to improve readability. The arc leading from Acquire-Beans
to Grind-Beansis an enablesnon-local-effect (rile) and it denotes
a hard constraint that Acquire-Beans must have quality in order
for Grind-Beansto execute,i.e., the agent must have beansbefore
it can grind them. The qmin quality-accumulation-function (qaf)
associatedwith Acquire-Ground-Beansdenotesthat its quality is
computedby min(Acquire-Ground-Beans,Grind-Beans),modeling
the notion that poor beansor poor grinding producespoor ground
beans. Acquire-Beans has two primitive action subtasks. Note
that using frozen beansproducesa lower quality result than buying
beansfrom Starbucks,but that it also costslessand is considerably
faster. If the CoffeeMakeris in a hurry, or has limited financial resources,it may thus chooseto use frozen beans. However, if the
agentis extremely time constrained,it will probably perform GetCoffee by using instant coffee rather than obtaining ground beans
of either form.
This task structure illustrates the notion of quantified choice
in TEMS and its facilitation of trade-off behaviors at run-time.
However, it is not a good illustration of the use of uncertainty in
TEMS as the methodsall have simple distributions and no representedprobability of failure. If execution failure should occur the
agentwill rescheduleaccordingly. However,the lack of any representationof failure may keepthe agentfrom working to reducethe
probability of failure by choosing more conservativeoptions. This
can be important in caseswhen tight deadlinesexist.
The quantifications of items in T&MS is not regardedas a perfect science.Task structureprogrammersor problem solver generatorsestimatethe performancecharacteristicsof primitive actiorts.
Theseestimatescan be refined over time through learning [19] and
reasonerstypically replan and reschedulewhen unexpectedevents
occur. Quantification in TEMS is not limited to the characteriza1 Due to the combinatorics of the TiEMS scheduling problem, “best” does not neCe.ssariIy denote optimal.
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tion of primitive actions. Interactions betweentasks,actions, and
resourcesare also describedstatistically. For example, agentsdescribetheir resourceconsumptionbehaviorsin termsof a consumes
non-local-effect and the effects of the resourceon the task are described via a limits non-local-effect. The limits nle describesthe
negativeeffects of lacking sufficient resourcesto perform a task in
termsof power-effectson quality, cost, and duration. Theseeffects
can model a range of behaviors, from an increasein duration in
the caseof a network resourceto a completereduction of expected
quality to zero in the caseof a hard resourcelike a locked file. For
a non-consumableresource,e.g., network bandwidth, where the resourceis diminished during the usageand then returnedto its initial
state,the definitions for consumesand limits are:
A resource-centered
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The Intelligent

Home

The intelligent home is a model of a small home constructedand
executedusing the generic multi-agent simulation environment[29].
The homeconsistsof four rooms: a bedroom,a living room, a bathroom, and a kitchen, all joined by a commonhallway. Though the
home is more of an apartment,size is actually not necessaryin this
application to obtain interesting results; the interesting issuesarise
when agent controllers interact and a smaller spacerequires fewer
agentsto generateinteresting interactions.
Expanding the size of environment may createan issueof scalability with respectto resourcecoordination protocols unless the
expansionis achievedthrough composition of (primarily) independent sub-environments.If the intelligent environmentwere a large
manufacturingfactory, for instance,wherehundredsof agentsshared
common resourceslike electricity and water, the simple peer-topeer agent organization used in this project will probably lead to
combinatorics and high coordination overhead. In situations such
as these, the agents should be organized into work-groups or according to other partitioning schemesto reducethe scopeof interaction.
In our model agentsare associatedwith major appliances. As
mentioned in Section 2, many different structurings of the agents
are possible. We decided on the model of associatingagentswith
appliancesbecausewe believe it is likely that in the future intelligent applianceswill be packagedwith their own intelligent control
software. Different applianceswill probably have different types
of agentcontrollers and the agentswill probably be heterogeneous,
interfacing through a commonprotocol. This leadsto either a peerto-peerorganization or a group-style organization where agentsare
perhapsclustered according to function (e.g., washer and dryer),
spatial location, or resourceusage.We choosethe peer-to-peerapproach for this initial implementation becauseit allows us to use
the samesimple protocol setsfor all agentsand it doesnot limit or
reduceagentinteraction. In the future, we plan to experimentwith
different organizational structurings.
Thus, agentsare associatedwith major appliancesand they interact directly to coordinate over sharedresources. Currently, we
model and coordinateover electricity, hot water,noise or soundlevels, and room temperaturein each of the modeledrooms. Agents
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coordinateusing a resourcecoordination protocol discussedin Section 5.
In terms of modeling issues, we made some simplifying a~sumptions.Basedon work ongoing in the community, we assumed
the existenceof supportingtechnology for: identification andtracking of individuals moving about the environment, obtaining client
preferenceprofiles that include things like deadlineson particular
activities (e.g., dishes should be done by the time the client gets
home from work), and assimilating different occupant preferences
for parameterslike room temperature.Since we currently employ
only one fetching robot, we also did not addressspatial constraint
issueslike two robots attempting to use the samedoor simultane
ously (it is not clear that we will model robots at that fine a level of
granularity in the future either).
The agentsthat populatethe intelligent homeareheterogeneous,
eachhaving its own internal problemsolver that reasonsusing TAMS
task structures.Someof the agentsmakeuse of generic agentcontrol tools like the Design-to-Criteria scheduler[30], but there is no
requirementto do so as we are interestedin examining the bottomup production of agentsfor this application. All the agentswere
constructedusing the generic Java Agent Framework [ 151,however the framework’s role is to “glue” together disparatecomponentsand it doesnot imposeany restrictions on the types of agents
that can be constructedor how the agentsapproachparticular problems. Interagent communication is done via KQML [20] routed
through the simulation environment as discussedpreviously. The
population of the intelligent home includes a mobile robot and appliance agentslike the Dryer, TV, Dishwasher, WaterHeater,Vacuumcleaner, Heater,NC, CoffeeMaker,and the OtherAppliances
agent.The OtherAppliancesagentis a place holder for other appliancesnot currently modeledby agents.It makesresourcerequests
and otherwise stressesand exercisesthe systemin much the same
way as an additional z agentswould. Spaceprecludesdiscussing
eachagentin detail, though the agentsare generally characterized
accordingto the tasksthey perform, the alternativeways to perform
them, the resourcesthey consume,and the agentswith which they
interact. For example:
A/C Agent Summary:Responsible
for climateregulation. Hascooling
ability,limitedheatingability by routingair flow through home,aud
the ability to controlhumidityby routingair throughthecompressor.
Theagent’scontrolflow is shownin Figure 3.
Task Performance Options Different fan audcompressorlevels re-

sultingin differentcoolingrateswith differentnoisecharacteristics.

SharedResources Noise: interactswith the Dishwasher,Dryer,
VacuumCleaner,
CoffeeMaker,
andTV agents.Electricity:
interacts with the Dishwasher, Dryer, VacuumCleaner,TV,
and CoffeeMaker agents. Temperature: interacts with the

Heateragent.

Task Interactions Tasksharingwith the Heateragentto control
room tempemture.

Figure 3: AirConditionerAgent’sControlRlow
One of the agentsin the home is actually a generic agent. It
Design-to-Criteria schedulerso that its behaviors arecompletely defined and describedin TEEMSand a set of goal criteria

uses the

for the scheduler. The generic agent can, in essence,becomeany
of the other agents simply by changing its descriptive task stmctures and the scheduling criteria. The generic agentwill not always
perform identically to the agentit emulatesbecausethe agentmay
make different trade-off decisions than those madeby the sche&
uler. In the future, we will comparethe performanceof the generic
agentto the specializedagentsto determinethe differencesand the
relative strengthsof each.
5

The

SHARP Resource

Coordination

Protocol

In the IHome environment resourcesare either centrally managed
or decentralized. Centrally managedresourcesare controlled by a
particular agent which is often the agentresponsiblefor producing
the resource. For example, hot water is managedby the WaterHeateragent- the agent interacts with the other agents,determining who gets what quantity of hot water, and when, and it plans to
produce hot water basedon these commitments. In contrast, unmanagedor decentralized resources,e.g., noise or electricity, are
not coordinated by a central entity and the consumersof the resource must coordinate with each other in a decentralizedor unmoderatedfashion. It is possible to “agentify” decentralizedresourcesby assigning or electing an agent coordinator. However,
we believe that certain resourcesare more naturally viewed from
an agentperspectiveand other resourcesare morenaturally framed
as unregulatedcommodities. This heterogeneousmodel results in
two slightly different resourcecoordination protocols.
Task basedinteraction also occurs in the IHome environment
- coordination with the mobile robot is one instance of this and
is handled using a contracting approach [26]. Another example
of task interaction exists between the Heater agent and the A/C
agent. This is a form of task overlap rather than task allocation
and is handled with yet anothercooperativetask centereddialogue
betweenthe involved agents.
To handle coordination over sharedresourceswe developeda
simple protocol called SHARP(Simple HomeAgent ResourceProtocol) that assumesa cooperativeagentmodel and usesa prioritybasedrequestand allocate scheme. In SHARP,each resourcerequest contains a priority which denotesthe importanceof the task
for which the resourceis being requested.Priority rangesare associated with the different tasksand thesereflect the client’s preferences. For example, somepeople would rather have a hot shower
than extra clean dishes if resourcesare limited. Conflicts occur
&hen resourcesfor a particular time period are insufficient to meet
the demand.When this happens,agentsholding resourceconfirmations for the time slot may be requestedto releasetheir reservation
or may simply be told that their reservatidnis canceled(in the centralized version). The affectedagentscan then decideto raise their
priority and negatethe releaserequestor they can simply release
the resource.
Though SHARPoperatesfrom a priority perspective,it is important to note that the use of a priority schemedoesnot bind the
protocol to a priority only framework. Priorities in the current
incarnation are viewed as being derived from client preferences,
however,priorities could also be determinedthrough marketmechanisms[3 1,5,3] basedon somemedium of exchange.This would
promotefairnessand limit the potential for abuseby agentsholding
high priority tasks.The main characteristicsof SHARPinclude:
l

Supportsfor agentflexibility - agentscandynamically adjust
the priorities of their resourcerequeststo adaptto changesin
the environment and the dynamic flow of requestscoming
from other agents. For example, if an agent faces resource
starvation, it can raise the priorities of its resourcerequests
and thus improve its chancesof obtaining resourcereserva-
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tions. This enablesagentsto to use situation specific coordination strategies.
. SHARPis asynchronousand ongoing, i.e., there is not a single resourcecoordination phasefollowed by execution. SHARP
thus supportsdynamic conflict detectionand resolution. Conflicts may occur when agentsvie for resourcereservations,
but, resourceconflicts may also occur after the reservationis
made(a new, higher priority task comesalong or the agentis
unableto obtain other,relatedresources).Ifpost-hoc conflict
occurs,the resourceholder may employ the akconunit aspect
of the protocol to releaseits hold on the resource.
l
The protocol is non-blocking. Agents do not needto wait for
responsesfrom other agents,rather, responsescan arrive in
an asynchronousfashion.
In the centralized protocol all reservations and priorities are
kept at a moderating agent. In order for the requesting agent to
chance its priority or cancel the reservation, it must contact the
moderatingagent. Let MA denote the moderatoragent and RA
to denote the agent issuing the resource request. In the centralized protocol communicationonly occursbetweenMAs and RAs.
There is no communication between the RAs, though in the decentralized protocol the RAs communicatedirectly. There are six
messagetypes in the centralized protocol.
Need (from-ugent,to-ugenr,resource,priority, amount, bound, duallocation.
mtion) whereficm-ugent is an RA requesting
Accept (from-ugent,to-agent,resource,priority, amount.bout& duration) wherefrom-agentis the resource MA granting a request.
NotAccepfi &om-agent, to-agent,resource,priori@ amount,bound,
duration) where from-agent is the MA denying a request.
Release @om-ugenr,to-agent, resource,priority, anwunt, bound,
duradon) wherefrom-agent is an RA announcing that it is willing
to release the specified allocation.

Cancelumm-agent.to-agent.resource,priority, amount,bound duradon) wherefrom-agentis the MA.
Priority (frr,m-agent,to-agent, resource,prior@ amount. bound,
duration) wherefrom-agent is anRA changing its priority.

Figure 4: Centralized Protocol
Resourcereservationsare not static and not guaranteed- the
MA may cancel the reservationeven while a given task is executing. This would mean that the task is aborted or suspended,depending on the nature of the task (a washing machine may simply
stop mid cycle). The agentexecuting the affectedtask would then
have to makenew resourcerequest(s)in order to completeits task
(or start over, as the casemay be). Figure 4 shows how the state
of a resourcerequestevolves in this protocol. Possibleextensions
to this protocol are numerous. In the future when more complex
resourceissuesare explored, the RAs could estimate their future
‘In more advancedversionsof tbis ptutowl tbe NorAcceprresponsecould provide
meta-levelinformation about tbe estimatedfuture availability of resourcesor suggest
times aad allocations that might ba met with a positive response.as in [8,24].
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Figure 5: Experiment 1: Alone indicates the performancewhen the agentexecutedalone in the environment with sufficient resources.The
IHome column indicates performancewhen the agentsare executedin a group and resourcesare shared.E!JUiVindicates conflicts emitted,
received,or nullified.
resourceneeds,perhapsvia approximatedemandcurves,and send
these to the MA so that it can plan production activities from a
rough perspective.Additionally, the MA could periodically broadcastor murmur, sending information about its current stateand future estimatesso that the RAs can revise their expectations.
Based on the small set of messagesin the protocol, and the
small number of statesand transitions in Figure 4, it might appear
that the protocol is restrictive and does not require much intelligenceon the part of the agents. However,the protocol is actually
quite flexible and expressive.To use the protocol, agentsmust decide: 1) whether to request a resourceor not, 2) the amount of
resourceto request,3) the time when resourceis needed,4) when
to announcethe request,5) what priority to associatewith the request, 6) whether to changepriorities and when, 7) if changing, to
determinethe new priority, 8) whether/whento release/cancela request,9) what to do if reservationcannot be made, 10) what to do
if reservation is canceled. In Section 6 we will describesomeof
the different coordination strategiesemployedby the agents.
The decentralized protocol is closely related to the centralized
protocol but it operateson a peer-to-peerbasis. Spacelimitations
preclude a detailed discussion, but, the general idea is that agents
broadcasttheir requestsand resourceconfirmation holdersrespond
when conflicts occur. If no responseis obtained,or “ok” messages
are received from all involved parties, the requesterassumesa resourceconfirmation for the time period. Conflicts in priorities are
dealt with in the sameadjust-and-replyfashion asin the centralized
protocol.
6

Sample

Runs

Evaluation in a multi-agent systemis always an interesting question. Since agentsare distributed and autonomousthe objective is
to approximate some global utility measurevia local-only views.
Even if a centralized view exists, the optimal solution often cannot be directly computeddue to exponential combinatorics.We are
currently developing a definition of utility that relatesquality, task
achievement,meeting deadlines, and satisfying other constraints.
This metric will facilitate rapid interpretation of experimental results. For discussionpurposes,we will examineperformanceon an
agent by agent basis, and composean aggregateobservation,using a working definition of optimal agentperformance:the optimal
performanceof any agent is the performanceachievedwhen it is
run alone in the environment with ample resourceswith which to
perform its tasks. Performancein this casedenotesthe quality the
agent achievesand the constraints it meets,e.g., preferenceconstraints or deadline constraints.
In the three experimentspresentedin this section,the IHome is
populatedby with sevenagents,including the Dishwasher, Robot,
WaterHeater,CoffeeMaker,Heater,AirConditioner, and the OtherAppliances agent (that simulates the presenceof multiple other
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agentsin the environment). The communicationspatternsin each
experimentare monitored, as is resourceconsumption and the behaviors of the agents.Communicationsstatistics,such as the number of messagesproduced, provide a measureof the efficacy of
coordination. The environmentis held constantin each of the runs
(in terms of communication bandwidth, execution performanceof
actions,etc.) while the availability of resourcesis varied.
In all three experiments,the preferredtemperaturesetting is 76
degreesin all roomsandtemperaturechangein the houseis effected
by the temperature-relatedagents,but also accordingto a curve that
describesthe heat exchangebetween the inside of the house and
the outside environmentand betweenthe roomsof the house. The
temperaturerelated agents(AirConditioner/Heater) are reactive in
nature, they respondto situations in which the temperatureis not
at its preferredpoint. In theseexperiments,the initial temperature
is set at somepoint other than the preferredtemperatureand it is
the task of the temperaturecontrol agentsto bring it back into line.
Like the temperaturecontrol agents,the WaterHeateragent works
to keepthe hot water level betweena defined minimum and maximum capacities,and the tank is assignedan initial quantity of hot
water.
The objective in the experimentsis for the agentsto carry out
their assignedtasks, e.g., make coffee or wash the dishes in the
alloted time. For reactive agents,like the A/C agent, the objective is to satisfy the expressedpreferenceconstraint, e.g., keepthe
temperatureat 76 degrees,keep the water tank above the defined
minimum, and so forth.
In the first experiment,the resourcesare configured as follows:
15Kw of electricity is available, 140 gallons of hot water initially
residein the water tank and the tank maximum is 200 gallons, the
maximum allowable noise level at any time is 120Db, and the initial temperaturesin the different rooms are as follows: bedroom
5OF,bathroom9OF.kitchen 9OF,living room 50E
The results for the first run are shown in Figure 5. In this experiment the agents that require multiple resourcesto carry out
their tasks,and who have longer sequential chains of actions that
musttakeplace,like the CoffeeMakerand the Dishwasher, perform
poorly when comparedto their independentperformance.Because
theseagentsrequire multiple resourcesat the samemoment their
performancerequirementsare higher and in this situation, where
resourcesare constrained,they are generally unable to obtain the
necessaryresources. In both of the experiments the deadline for
task completion is fairly tight in order to make the coordination
problem non-trivial.
In contrastto the long-planning agentsthe more reactive agents
(WaterHeater,Heater, AirConditioner) fair better. The only differencebetween their individual runs and the group run is that in
the latter casethey take longer to achievethe desired results. The
Heaterand the AirConditioner takeuntil time 77 to reachtheir temperaturegoal of 76F, in contrast to the 41 clicks required in the
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Figure 6: Experiment 3: Alone indicates the performancewhen the agentexecutedalone in the environment with sufficient resources.The
IHome column indicates performancewhen the agentsare executedin a group and resourcesare shared.E/wN indicates conflicts emitted,
received,or nullified.
individual case.
The behavior of the CoffeeMakerand Dishwasher agentsindicatea problem with our simple SHARP protocol. Though we have
priority measures,higher priorities are not assignedto agentsthat
are currently executing their plans. Thus tasks like making coffee are always supersededand interrupted by other higher priority
tasks. Additionally, the priorities of tasksare not elevatedas they
areinterrupted, thus they do not becomelessinterruptible over time
(a feature often found in priority basedscheduling algorithms) or
asthey get closer to their deadlines.The problem also stemsfrom a
flawed implementation of personalpreference- agentpriorities in
theseexperimentsdo not always reflect the client’s personalpreferencesand thus the notion of a global utility function (evena local
view of one) is somewhatmuddied. This issue is currently being
addressed.
The secondexperiment is identical to the first, with the exception that the coffee making tasks are assignedthe highest overall
priority in the system,enabling the CoffeeMakerto obtain the desired resourcesto carry out its tasks. However, its resourceconsumption pushedback temperatureregulation tasksresulting in the
A/C and Heateragentstaking until time 90 (ratherthan 77) to reach
their targettemperatures.
In the third experiment, Figure 6, the resourcesare configured
similarly except that the maximum capacity of the water tank is
reducedto 60 gallons and it is empty at the start of the experiment.
This decreaseforces all agentsusing hot water to negotiateover the
resource.In this case,the Dishwasher is able to perform only one
task out of its four assignedtasks. The 84 messagessent by the
agent is testimony to its attemptsto obtain the resourcesso that it
could perform its other tasks (it was refused and canceledby the
WaterHeater).
Interestingly given the tighter hot water constraints,the WaterHeateragentalso performedfewer tasksthan it did in the previous
experiments. This is becausethe Dishwasher was unable to execute, and the maximum capacity of the tank was reduced,thus the
demandfor water from a volume perspectivealso decreased.It is
also interesting to note that the WaterHeatersenta large numberof
nullification or cancellation messagesto all of the consumeragents
becauseit was unable to fulfill all the requestsit received.
In this run the AirConditioner and Heater agents also failed
to reach their target temperatures. This is the result of the DishWasher’sthrashing behavior. It would requestand reserveelectricity and thus interfere with the temperaturecontrol agents.When the
Dishwasher wasunable to obtain the desiredamountof hot water,it
would releasethe electricity reservationbut the thrashing behavior
confused the (slow to respond to releasedresources)temperature
control agents,resulting in diminished performanceon their part.
In addition to the three coordination experiments,we also performed an experiment in which the appliancesare not intelligent
and do not coordinate over resources.In this case,appliancesare
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given a setof tasksto perform and they simply attemptto carry out
the tasks. Resourcesare configured as with the first coordination
experiment,i.e., 15Kw of electricity is available, 140gallons of hot
waterinitially residein the water tank and the tank maximum is 200
gallons, and the maximum allowable noise level at any time is 120
Db. With no coordination, 9 minutes after the start of the simulation the electricity resourceis overwhelmed by the Dishwasher’s
pre-rinsecycle and the CoffeeMaker’sbrewing in conjunction with
the other appliancesbeing active. The total demandwas 19Kw. The
severity of this event is dependenton one’s model of what should
happenin the event of an overload, e.g., circuit breakercutting out
and all actions coming to a halt until a human resetsthe breaker.
If we ignore the electricity overload and continue, the appliances
later exceedthe noise thresholdof 120Dbby 1Odb.Other examples
abound.Obviously, this experimentis basedon the assumptionthat
all taskswould be carried out at the sametime without intelligent
controllers, when in fact, a human would be handling the sequencing. It is intended only to illustrate the role of coordination in this
context.
7

Conclusions

and Future

Work

We have designedand implemented a simulated intelligent home
environmentandpopulatedit with intelligent applianceagents.The
agentsinteract and coordinate using the simple SHARP protocol
over shared resources,contract over task-allocation interactions,
and use a different coordination protocol for task overlap conditions. While we are pleasedwith this work, there is much room for
improvementand expansion.
It is interesting to note that even in a fairly simple environment,
the SHARP protocol doesnot fare very well. While broad conclusions should not be drawn from this observation,which is basedon
very limited data, one could postulatethat efficient temporal style
resourcecoordination requires a more involved protocol. In the
future, we plan to extend the protocols to improve efficiency and
to cope with increasingly sophisticatedIHome environment scenarios and situations requiting more complex negotiation between
the agents. Temporal chains of multi-resource tasksis one example of this - particularly if membertasksare assignedto different
agents.This leads to an interrelated multi-agent task and resource
coordination problem. The introduction of multiple robots in the
environment will motivate this area of exploration. We will also
explore survivability, adaptability, and responsivenessissuesin this
context. We feel that diagnosisis a key part of adaptability, which
is neededto makeMAS more robust in changing or adversarialenvironments. Our goal is to use diagnosis [16] and adaptability to
allow the agentto dynamically work towardsthe appropriatetradeoff of robustnessversusefficiency. Ongoing researchis looking at
diagnosis of coordination activities, and how diagnostic and evidential information can be modeledin a domain independentman-

ner.
A related area of future work is the integration of GPGP2 into
the IHome environment. This will facilitate comparison between
the general coordination strategies employed in GPGP’ and the
specialized mechanisms currently used by the IHome agents. Experimentation with organizational design is another planned IHome
extension. As mentioned, other areas of improvement include refining our evaluation metrics so that we can more easily evaluate
experimental data and fully incorporating personal preference profiles into the agents’ priority mechanisms.
In short, the intelligent home is proving to be an interesting environment for experimentation with MAS technologies. The multiple different types of resource and task interactions present in this
application domain provide a rich landscape for work in coordination and local agent control.
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